Terminology

‘D’

DATAbank

One of many storage mediums favoured by Chief Audio Engineer Martyn Stonehouse,
prior to a number of containment issues the ‘DATAbank’ was used in many of the
companies earlier tests and experiments. The use of DATAbanks is now discouraged
and indeed frowned upon by many in the health and safety industry.

DATAdisk

An adapted version of the standard ‘Floppy Disk’ format which was used by the team
at DATAlabs to store magnetic information for use in continual testing and research.

DATA East

A targeted piece of muzak developed by the team to raise awareness of the
DATAlogs subscription service in the East. It is currently only available as part of the
service, however it was included as a promotional freebie at the time of it’s release.

DATAlabs

DATAStream Laboratories is home to both DATAStream and the Stored Energies
Technology division.

DATAlogs

An early subscription service launched by DATAStream in May 1986. Uptake was
poor and many blame a lack of marketing or promotion at the time. The service is still
active, however there are no current users or planned updates.

DATAmation

The moving image department at Stored Energies Technology created a number of
animations for use in continual promotion and marketing strategies. ‘DATAmation’ was
one of the first attempts at this process and was included at the start of a certain
videos and short films.

DATAreel

During the first year of the companys development it quickly became apparent that
large format datacorders were needed to store the vast amount of magnetic data the
team were creating. The DATAreel series of recorders was the answer, although
relatively simple, these were only operated by trained technicians. Out of the three
original machines only one survives and is currently out of service.

d.I.S.M

The ‘DATAStream Intelligent System Monitor’ is the second incarnation of the master
disk operating system housed at DATAStream Laboratories. Originally installed in 1986
the computer maintains total control over important systems and functions, including
managing stock levels in the break rooms vending and coffee machines.

